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Have you noticed the sad state of our world; the growing discord and confusion, the masses of people who behave like numb 

sheep, the many lost people who seem unable to use their own common sense and hearts, and the resulting elevated levels 

of hate and discord and violence? It is clear that something is very wrong and that we must realize what it is, so that we can 

set things right... 

 

The Core Problem 

  Most people are aware that radio waves can be shot down from space for internet and phone use. But they can also be shot down for other purposes. The other 

purposes have not been advertised, but they are many. Radio waves, which are tuned to the same frequency as the human brain, can remotely influence 

people. And this process is more effective on people who have sustained a certain type of brain damage and people who are ingesting certain types of 

pharmaceuticals; brain and feeling numbing psychiatric pharmaceuticals have been prescribed to HUGE masses of people through the field of general medicine as 

well as through the field of psychiatry. And other people are ingesting the brain and feeling numbing chemicals through "traces" of them that have been being found 

in public and bottled drinking water, and possibly also through other types of pharmaceuticals or vaccines. (I suspect that filters have been built into radio wave 

detection and blocking technologies, which makes them bypass the very low frequencies that are used for mind control. Please pass this info onto officials.)  

Please don't cast this out as a "conspiracy theory." Even just the slightest chance of this really happening should instigate massive investigations. I am sure 

that it is indeed happening, on a large scale, since at least the 1950s. And it appears that the remote influencing can happen to whole communities as well as 

individuals. Even just the pharmaceutical part of this problem is a holocaustal situation, because it blocks people’s hearts and instincts and turns people into numb 

sheep who are more brainwashable and less caring...etc. 

   In the early 1960s, President John F. Kennedy stood up to expose hints of this problem in a speech to the press. He said, "there is no escaping either the gravity or 

the totality of its challenge to our survival and to our security - a challenge that confronts us in unaccustomed ways in every sphere of human activity.... This is a time 

of peace and peril, which knows no precedent in history... we look for strength and assistance, confident that with YOUR help, man will be what he was born to be - 

free and independent." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdMbmdFOvTs. (If only he had fully explained what was happening, and how it was happening, before he 

was killed.) 

     As we realize the reality of this we must be careful to not misplace blame so that the discord is kept to a minimum. People tend to think that "its the government" 

but government officials are victims of it too. It appears that even our White House has not been safe from the mind control intrusions. I see evidence of this in the 

unusual behaviors of many officials. There are now masses of mind control victims in humanity, ranging from mild to severe. It may even be accurate to say that most 

of humanity is already enslaved to some degree. And blaming victims is not going to help this situation. Those who are responsible seem to be some sort of 

satanic occult, which has been enslaving and using people while they hide behind the scenes. Some evidence points toward this being a covert 

continuation of the holocaust Hitler was involved in. They seem to want complete control of humanity and have heavily targeted America in many ways. 

Criminal use of brain and feeling numbing pharmaceuticals and radio wave technologies truly is the most dangerous thing 

humanity will ever have to face and stop, and this MUST be faced and completely stopped as quickly as possible.  

Please give this the benefit of your understandable doubt. Please print and share this paper - please help set humanity free. 

 

Be objective. Be brave. Be peaceful. Be understanding and kind. 

 

BE FREE 

 
And then there are those of us who are less controllable due to not ingesting any of the pharmaceuticals...etc.; some of us have been being watched and tortured 

with satellite surveillance and microwave weapon systems, and then called "crazy" when we say anything about it. This is another part of this holocaustal situation 

that must be stopped as quickly as possible. And there is more... This is a shortened version of my previous papers. Find more information on www.targetedinamerica.com, 

but please understand that I have had a problem with infiltrations and alterations to my writings. My name is Sharon R. Poet, PO Box 383, Mont Vernon, NH 03057  

www.poeticpublications.com  (My birth name was Sharon LaBree. My married name was Sharon Buck. And my pen (and legal) name was Namatari Neachi for about twelve years.) 
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